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Abstract Bioterrorism is the deliberate release of biological toxins, pathogenic
viruses, bacteria, parasites, or other infectious agents into the public sphere with
the objective of causing panic, illness, and/or death on a local, regional, or possibly
national scale. The list of potential biological agents compiled by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention is long and diverse. However, a trait common to
virtually all the potential bioterrorism agents is the fact that they are likely to be
disseminated by either aerosol or in food/water supplies with the intention of
targeting the mucosal surfaces of the respiratory or gastrointestinal tracts,
respectively. In some instances, inhalation or ingestion would mimic the natural
route by which humans are exposed to these agents. In other instances, (e.g., the
inhalation of a toxin is normally associated with food borne illness), it would
represent an unnatural route of exposure. For most potential bioterrorism agents,
the respiratory or gastrointestinal mucosa may simply serve as a route of entry by
which they gain access to the systemic compartment where intoxication/replication
occurs. For others, however, the respiratory or gastrointestinal mucosa is the
primary tissue associated with pathogenesis, and therefore, the tissue for which
countermeasures must be developed.
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1 Introduction

‘‘The ability of our nation to detect and counter bioterrorism depends to a large
degree on the information generated by biomedical research on disease-causing
microorganisms and the immune system’s response to them.’’ Dr. Anthony Fauci,
Director, National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Disease, National Institutes
of Health, USA.

In 1999, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) convened a special expert panel
to identify known biological weapons or potential biological threat agents
(‘‘biothreats’’) which, if used for nefarious purposes, posed a significant threat to
civilian populations (Rotz et al. 2002). The panel established a list of potential
bioterrorism agents, including toxins, viruses, bacteria, and protozoa, that were
classified into three categories (A, B, and C). The classification system was based
on the following four criteria: (i) the potential to cause morbidity and mortality in
healthy individuals; (ii) the potential to be disseminated within the public sphere;
(iii) the perceived threat and potential to elicit fear or panic; (iv) the capacity of
local, state, and federal public health networks to respond and control an event.
In response to the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and
Response Act of 2002, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) expanded this original
list to include emerging infectious diseases, as well as threats to livestock and
economically important crops. The members of this expanded list are collectively
referred to as Select Agents and Toxins, the possession and use of which is now
regulated by the National Select Agent Registry under the auspices of the CDC.
The National Institutes of Health (NIH), specifically the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), considers a subset of the select agents as
‘‘Priority Pathogens’’ for which there is a particular need for countermeasures,
including vaccines. A complete list of these agents with their respective
designations (Category A–C) is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 Category A–C Biothreats

Toxins
Botulinum neurotoxinsa,A

Shigatoxina

Tetrodotoxina

T-2 toxina

Staphylococcal enterotoxinsa,B

Ricina,A

Diacetoxyscirpenola

Conotoxinsa

Abrina

Saxitoxina

Shiga-like ribosome inactivating proteinsa

Clostridium perfringens epsilon toxina,B

Viruses
Eastern equine encephalitisa,B

Hendra virusb

Variola major (smallpox)a,A

Variola minor (alastrim)a,A

Monkeypoxa,A

Filoviruses
Ebola virusa,A

Marburg virusa,A

Arenaviruses
Junina,A

Machupoa,A

Guanaritoa,A

Flexala,A

Sabiaa,A

Lassaa,A

Japanese encephalitis virusB

Venezuelan equine encephalitisb,B

DengueA

LaCrosseB

California encephalitisB

Western equine encephalitisB

Bunyaviruses
HantavirusesA

Rift Valley Feverb,A

ChikungunyaC

Hepatitis AB

Yellow feverC

RabiesC

Nipah virusb

Tick-borne encephalitis complex (flavivirus)

Central European tick-borne encephalitisa

Kyasanur forest diseasea,B

Omsk hemorrhagic fevera

Far eastern tick-borne encephalitisa

Russian spring/summer encephalitisa

Avian influenza virus (highly pathogenic)c

Reconstructed 1918 influenza virusa

Cercopithecine herpesvirus 1
(Herpes B virus)a

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)C

CalicivirusesB

InfluenzaC

West nile virusB

Crimean-congo hemorrhagic fevera,C

Bacteria/Rickettsia
Bacillus anthracisb,A

Brucella abortusb,B

Brucella melitensisb,B

Brucella suisb,B

Burkholderia malleib,B

Burkholderia pseudomalleib,B

Coxiella burnetiia,B

Francisella tularensisa,A

Yersinia pestisa,A

Rickettsia prowazekiia,B

Rickettsia rickettsiia

Pathogenic vibriosB

Shigella speciesB

Salmonella speciesB

Listeria monocytogenesB

Yersinia enteroliticaB

Campylobacter jejuniB

Multi-drug resistant tuberculosisC

Other RickettsiasC

Chlamydia psittaciA

Diarrheagenic E. coliB

Botulinum toxin-producing species
of Clostridiuma

Protozoa
Cryptosporidium parvumB

Cyclospora cayatanensisB

Entamoeba histolyticaB

ToxoplasmaB

Giardia lambliaB

(continued)
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1.1 Category A Agents

The CDC Category A agents include four pathogens that are highly infectious as
aerosols. These are Bacillus anthracis, Yersinia pestis, smallpox (variola major) and
Francisella tularensis. Among these, smallpox poses the greatest threat to public
safety due to its highly pathogenic nature, its capacity to spread person-to-person,
and the fact that herd immunity to the virus has waned since routine vaccination was
discontinued more than three decades ago (Artenstein 2008). Anthrax also poses a
significant and real threat to public health because B. anthracis spores are highly
infectious, though the disease itself is not communicable. Also among the list of
Category A agents is botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT), one of the most lethal known
biological toxins. While BoNT can be aerosolized and is highly toxic following
inhalation, the CDC’s primary concern is the possible use of the toxin to contaminate
food/water supplies (Sobel et al. 2002). The toxin is extremely potent via the oral
route (~LD50 of 0.001 lg/kg) and has a long history as a bioweapon. Botulinum
neurotoxin has been produced in large scale quantities by numerous governments as
well as terrorist organizations (Sobel et al. 2002).

1.2 Category B Agents

The Category B agents are defined as being moderately easy to disseminate,
capable of inflicting moderate morbidity/low mortality and requiring specific
enhancements to standard diagnostic capacity, as well as enhanced disease sur-
veillance. Whereas, the Category A agents are primarily threats by aerosol, the
majority of the Category B agents target the gastrointestinal tract. These include
food and water safety threats (e.g., Salmonella and Shigella species, pathogenic

Table 1 (continued)

Fungi
Coccidioides posadasiia

Coccidioides immitisa

MicrosporidiaB

Listing of the biological agents considered to be a threat to human health as a compilation from a
number of sources including the 1) select agents and toxins provided by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and 2) the priority pathogens from the National Insti-
tutes of Health/National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) (www3.niaid.nih.
gov/topics/BiodefenseRelated/Biodefense/research/CatA.htm)
a Select Agents and Toxins designated by DHHS/CDC
b Overlap select agents and toxins that are designated and regulated by both DHHS/CDC and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
c Select agents designated and regulated by the USDA
A, B, C NIH/NIAID priority pathogens group A, B or C
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vibrios, enterotoxigenic E. coli), as well as toxins (e.g., ricin, staphylococcal
enterotoxin B). In general, the Category B agents are not communicable from
person to person but tend to be relatively easy to disperse at doses sufficient to be
highly debilitating, and to necessitate prolonged medical attention. Many of the
food/water safety threats are endemic in developing countries and are already a
focus of ongoing biomedical research.

1.3 Category C Agents

At present, the Category C agents are not considered as high risk, but rather as
emerging diseases that may pose a threat to public health in the future. The CDC
restricts this category to Nipah virus and hantavirus, whereas the NIAID
Category C priority pathogens include yellow fever, influenza, rabies, tick-borne
encephalitis viruses, severe acute respiratory syndrome associated coronavirus
(SARS-CoV), as well as certain other types of drug/antibiotic-resistant pathogens,
such as tuberculosis-causing mycobacteria. In addition, the NIAID Category C
agents include pathogens commonly found circulating in the general population
(e.g., Hepatitis A), and which possess the potential to cause morbidity among the
larger population.

2 Assessing the Risk Posed by Biothreat Agents

It is generally assumed that biothreat agents will be disseminated by one of the two
routes: aerosol or introduction into food/water supplies. Aerosol dissemination of
pathogenic organisms, from either a point source such as a contaminated letter sent
through the postal service, or from a planned aerial attack remain the greatest type
of biological threat to the general public. No other modality of dispersion, except
perhaps the widespread contamination of drinking water, could do more harm than
aerosol dissemination of an infectious or toxic agent (Henderson 1999). Indeed,
when engineered with the intent of causing mass casualties, biological agents pose
health risks similar in magnitude to chemical or nuclear threats. Past weapons
programs in the US and in the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
developed industrial processes for producing biological preparations that were
optimized for aerosol delivery using sophisticated drying, milling, and packaging
processes (Kortepeter et al. 2001). These preparations were designed for dispersion
as highly respirable particles containing extremely large concentrations of stable,
viable biological agent. Although many of the known biological weapons pro-
grams have been discontinued, aerosol delivery of an infectious or highly toxic
biological agent continues to be a potential threat that rivals other weapons of mass
destruction in terms of potential morbidity and mortality, as well as widespread
panic.
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The actual efficiency of aerosol to disseminate biological agents depends on the
sophistication of the sample preparation, as well as biological and physical
stressors in the environment. The infectivity of many of these pathogens is highly
dependent on their size, hydrophobicity, and aggregation, as well as environmental
conditions such as humidity and temperature. Humidity and temperature can affect
particle size, which in turn determines the degree to which particles can penetrate
the lungs. Highly respirable aerosols produced with a homogenous size distribu-
tion, commonly associated with sophisticated biological weapons, target the lower
airways and alveolar spaces of the lung. Naturally-produced infectious aerosols, on
the other hand, tend to be heterogeneous with respect to size, and will deposit
throughout the respiratory tract. These physical differences not only dictate the
degree of mucosal exposure associated with an aerosol, but may also impact the
nature of the ensuing disease.

The network of food production, processing, and distribution in the US is vast
and potentially vulnerable to deliberate contamination with toxins or infectious
agents (Sobel and Watson 2009). The vulnerability of the food supply at the
national level is evidenced by the fact that food-borne outbreaks caused by a single
source of Salmonella or shiga toxin-producing E. coli O157:H7 (STEC) are not
uncommon. For example, just the past two years, two Salmonella outbreaks have
accounted for more than 2,000 illnesses (and nine deaths) in 44 states and certain
provinces in Canada (Maki 2009). The first Salmonella outbreak occurred between
April and August 2008 and was linked to contaminated peppers (and possibly
tomatoes) that originated in Mexico and were subsequently processed in the
southwest US. The second outbreak, due to S. typhimurium, occurred between
October 2008 and March 2009, and was traced to a single peanut processing plant
in Georgia (www.cdc.gov/salmonella). The actual number of cases associated with
these outbreaks is likely to be 20–30 times greater than the number of cases
reported (Maki 2009). Contamination of water supplies has had a similar impact
on public health. In 1993, an outbreak of waterborne cryptosporidium in
Milwaukee, WI affected an estimated 403,000 people (Leclerc et al. 2002). Enteric
infections also pose a significant threat at the local level, in which a food or water
source directly accessible to consumers is deliberately adulterated. The best
example of such an incident occurred in 1984 in The Dalles, OR, where members
of a religious commune intentionally contaminated salad bars at public restaurants
with S. typhimurium (Torok et al. 1997). That incident resulted in more than 700
individuals contracting gastroenteritis.

3 Assessing Degrees of Mucosal Involvement

From the perspective of vaccine development for biodefense, it is important to
differentiate between biological agents that elicit mucosal infections and patho-
physiology, and those agents that simply exploit mucosal tissues as a means to
gain access to the systemic compartment. In the former case, mucosal immunity is
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likely to be essential in preventing and clearing infections. Therefore, vaccines
against these agents must truly involve mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues.
In situations where the mucosa functions solely as a port of entry, systemic
immunity is likely to be sufficient to control infection. One such example is
anthrax. While B. anthracis spores are highly infectious by aerosol, the vegetative
bacteria generally do not proliferate locally. Rather, following inhalation, the
bacteria disseminate systemically via the lymphatics and circulatory system. Once
within the systemic compartment, B. anthracis germinates and produces two
toxins which account for the lethality associated with infection (Leppla et al.
2002). Protective immunity to B. anthracis is associated primarily with anti-toxin
serum IgG antibodies. Mucosal defense is of little (if any) importance in con-
trolling anthrax. On the other hand, mucosal immunity is likely to be important in
controlling infections caused by two other Category A bacterial pathogens, notably
Y. pestis and F. tularensis, which cause mucosal and systemic complications
following inhalation (Metzger et al. 2007).

For many of the Category A–C agents, transmission via the respiratory tract is
considered an ‘‘unnatural’’ route of infection and the actual involvement of the
mucosa in the pathogenesis of infection may not be currently known. As a con-
sequence, initial host interaction and the subsequent pathophysiology will not
necessarily coincide with established clinical outcomes associated with infection
by the natural route. In addition, there may be no clinical data that adequately
define aerosol-related disease or how it differs from the natural route of infection.
An example of one such agent is Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB). As a
member of the superantigen family of toxins, SEB forms ‘‘bridges’’ between Major
Histocompatibility Class II molecules on antigen presenting cells and T cell
receptors on specific subsets of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. As a consequence of SEB
binding, T cells release massive amounts of proinflammatory cytokines and
undergo hyper-proliferation which ultimately results in their depletion (Kappler
et al. 1989; White et al. 1989). Staphylococcal enterotoxin B is clinically asso-
ciated with food poisoning, as ingestion of microgram quantities of the toxin are
sufficient to evoke violent vomiting, diarrhea, fever, and, in severe cases, lethal
shock (Bergdoll 1983). Despite being classified as an enterotoxin, SEB is extre-
mely pathogenic following aerosol challenge. Rhesus monkeys administered SEB
as an aerosol suffered from vomiting and diarrhea within hours, and died about two
days later (Tseng et al. 1993; Mattix et al. 1995). Postmortem analysis indicated
that the animals likely succumbed to severe pulmonary edema triggered by SEB-
mediated T cell proliferation in the respiratory mucosa (Mattix et al. 1995).

In the case of alpha viruses, the pathogenesis associated with infection is highly
dependent on the route of exposure, at least in experimental animal models. It is
hypothesized that exposure to aerosols induce disease directly via the olfactory
bulb, whereas experimental infection via injection generally causes a disseminated
viremia prior to nervous system engagement and encephalitis. These different
manifestations of clinical symptoms and outcome following different routes of
exposure have been demonstrated for the Venezuelan and Eastern equine
encephalitis viruses (Ryzhikov et al. 1991). Correspondingly, immunity to the
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alpha viruses may depend on the route of exposure. While serum IgG antibodies
may be effective for neutralizing virus following exposure via subcutaneous
injection (similar to a natural exposure), these antibodies may not control viral
spread following aerosol challenge. Cell-mediated immunity (CMI) rather than
humoral immunity may be more important following aerosol challenge. Thus,
induction of secretory antibodies at the respiratory mucosal barrier may not nec-
essarily be an important aspect of rational vaccine design and development against
these viruses (Pratt et al. 2003).

A final group of biothreat agents are those which are broadly toxic and
potentially lethal irrespective of the route of exposure. In this case, systemic
immunity may suffice to protect against lethality but may not prevent localized
tissue damage in the mucosa. One such example is ricin toxin, which elicits both
local and systemic inflammation and cell death following injection, inhalation or
ingestion (Wilhelmsen and Pitt 1996; Mantis 2005; Yoder et al. 2007). Ricin is a
bipartite toxin capable of intoxicating all known cell types. The ricin toxin B
subunit (RTB) is a lectin with specificity for b-1,3 linked galactose and N-acet-
ylgalactosamine residues. The A subunit (RTA) is an RNA N-glycosidase whose
substrate is a conserved adenine residue within the so-called sarcin/ricin loop of
eukaryotic 28S ribosomal RNA. Monkeys exposed to lethal doses of ricin by
aerosol suffered peribronchovascular edema, mixed inflammatory cell infiltrates,
and widespread necrosis in the airways and alveoli (Wilhelmsen and Pitt 1996).
Death occurred 36–48 h post exposure. In a rodent model, serum IgG was suffi-
cient to prevent death of animals after a lethal aerosol challenge, but not sufficient
to prevent toxin-induced lung lesions (Griffiths et al. 1995). Although these studies
need to be confirmed in a nonhuman primate model, the data suggest that vaccine
development strategies must aim at eliciting both systemic and mucosal immunity
to confer complete protection against certain selective agents such as ricin.

4 Inherent Challenges in Development of Mucosal Vaccines
for Biodefense

The development of vaccines is, in general, an extremely challenging and
expensive undertaking. It is estimated that a single vaccine takes 10–15 years to
reach licensure and at a cost exceeding hundreds of million of dollars (Levine
2006). The development of vaccines for biodefense faces additional hurdles,
including the following:

(i) The requirement for specialized containment facilities for biothreat research
and animal studies, especially aerosol challenges.

BSL-3 facilities are absolutely required to perform research using fully virulent
strains of the CDC Category A agents (e.g., B. anthracis, Y. pestis, and F. tularensis).
Smallpox requires BSL-4 containment; this virus is held by only two laboratories
in the world. Most Category B agents can be used safely under BSL-2 conditions,
but generally not in aerosolized form. Ricin, abrin, SEB, epsilon toxin,
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for example, are 10–1,000 fold more toxic via inhalation when compared to
ingestion or transdermal exposure, and therefore, require BSL3 facilities for ani-
mal challenge studies (Mantis 2005).

In an effort to enable research on Category A and B priority pathogens, NIAID
has established a national network of regional (RBL) and national (NBL) biode-
fense laboratories (Fig. 1) as part of the Regional Centers of Excellence (RCEs)
for Biodefense and Emerging Infectious Diseases. These RCEs provide services
and resources to the scientific community in all aspects of biodefense research,
including BSL3 containment laboratory access, preclinical development activities,
expertise in immunological, proteomic and genomic techniques, high throughput
small molecule screening, and aerobiology facilities (Fig. 2). As of 2008, there
were six RBLs scattered throughout the US, with seven more under construction.
In addition, there were two NBLs nearing completion: one at the University of
Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, and one at Boston University Medical Center.
The RBLs and NBLs are designed to serve as regional and national centers for
collaborative research on pathogenesis, therapeutics, diagnostics, and vaccines.

(ii) Lack of established animal models, especially involving mucosal challenge.
While immunity to many Category A–B agents has been studied for decades, in
most cases these models have involved systemic not mucosal exposure. Many of
the animal models that have been developed are limited to rodents; there are very
few large animal models (rabbit, nonhuman primate) available for efficacy/eval-
uation studies. Even fewer models exist that appropriately describe the patho-
physiology in terms of cellular/molecular mechanisms of the disease process.

Fig. 1 Locations of NIAID-Sponsored Regional and National Biodefense Laboratories in the
United States. Image from www3.niaid.nih.gov/LabsAndResources/resources/dmid/NBL_RBL/
site.htm
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The lack of relevant animal models represents a major developmental hurdle for
testing and comparing biodefense vaccines, and therapeutics.

(iii) Limited (or no) access to clinical samples. The natural incidence of
infection by most Category A and many Category B select agents is low or so
sporadic that obtaining clinical samples for research purposes is not technically
feasible. For example, in 2006 there were 20 cases of food borne botulism, 95
cases of tularemia, 17 cases of plague, and 1 incident of anthrax (www.cdc.gov/
mmWR/PDF/wk/mm5553). With these infection rates, it is virtually impossible to
obtain sufficient numbers of clinical samples from individuals at specific time
points following infection, or to correlate clinical outcomes with observations
made in animal models.

(iv) Vaccine efficacy trials may not be feasible. In general, Phase II-III clinical
efficacy trials of candidate vaccines for biothreat agents are not feasible or ethical.
In recognition of this issue, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
implemented the so-called ‘‘animal rule’’ which enables candidate biodefense
vaccines to proceed towards licensure based on efficacy studies in relevant animal
models (Crawford 2002; Sullivan et al. 2009). However, according to the FDA, the
animal models must mimic the pathogenesis of human disease, and the defined end
point(s) of efficacy studies must correlate with the desired effects in humans. This
stipulation is somewhat of a ‘‘catch-22’’, considering that the human response to
many select agents is not known (see above).

(v) Sole procurer of biodefense vaccines is US government. Vaccine develop-
ment is driven in large part by market forces (Levine 2006). In the biodefense
realm, the sole agency responsible for the purchase of vaccines is the US gov-
ernment, specifically the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development
Authority (BARDA) (Trull et al. 2007). The BARDA budget is largely devoted to
end stage acquisition, not development. Therefore, the costs of vaccine develop-
ment must be covered by private investment or NIAID grants/contracts, which are
highly competitive.

Fig. 2 Class III biological
safety cabinets for biodefense
research available at RBLs.
The NIAID-sponsored RBLs
provide full containment for
infectious aerosol challenge
studies with primates, as well
as instrumentation for
specialized bioaerosol
characterization studies
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(vi) Vaccines must have unusually long shelf lives. It is anticipated that most
biodefense vaccines will be administered to limited and specific populations of
individuals (e.g. emergency responders, healthcare providers, politicians). The
public at large will receive such vaccines only in the event of a local, regional, or
national health emergency. Therefore, following acquisition by BARDA (see
above), most vaccines will simply be stockpiled. From the perspective of vaccine
development, this poses significant challenges, as the vaccine formulations must
be impervious (possibility over periods of years) to chemical inactivation, protein
unfolding, denaturation, and aggregation.

5 Yersinia pestis as a Case Study in Biodefense Vaccine
Development

The causative agent of plague, Yersinia pestis, represents a hallmark pathogen for
which both mucosal and systemic immunity is essential for protection. The
Y. pestis organism is a gram-negative bacillus that can be transmitted by flea-bite
or by aerosol. Depending on the mode of transmission and success of infection,
three forms of the disease may manifest: bubonic, septicemic, and/or pneumonic
plague. Upon flea-bite, the bacterium is introduced into the bloodstream and
eventually seeds the nearest lymph nodes. The bacterium is ingested by nonacti-
vated macrophages that are unable to control the growth of the organism.
Inflammation produced in response to bacterial proliferation causes a characteristic
swelling, or bubo, the classical feature of bubonic plague. Eventually, bacteria can
disseminate throughout the bloodstream leading to septicemic plague and the
colonization of additional sites. Pneumonic plague can result from dissemination
to the lung alveoli or from the inhalation of aerosolized organisms. Pneumonic
plague has a very rapid onset (1–3 days). It is highly contagious and approaches a
100% fatality rate if left untreated. Host immune responses ultimately fail to
control the growth and dissemination of the organism. Without early antibiotic
treatment, death can result from either pneumonia or endotoxin-induced septice-
mic shock (Cornelius et al. 2007). Due to the intrinsic virulence of Y. pestis, its
ease of transmission by aerosol, and the lack of a vaccine, this bacterium poses a
significant threat to biodefense and is classified as a Category A priority pathogen.

The extensive research aimed at producing an effective vaccine against plague
has revealed significant contribution of mucosal immunity in protection against the
respiratory form of the disease. It has long been recognized that serum antibodies
generated against whole-killed Y. pestis can prevent bubonic and septicemic forms
of the disease (Smiley 2008). However, the inability of serum antibody to prevent
pneumonic plague led to the hypothesis that local mucosal immunity in the lung
may be essential for protection. This has been substantiated numerous prime/boost
immunization studies with recombinant capsule F1 and low calcium response
(Lcr) V subunit antigens using murine models of bubonic and pneumonic plague.
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Parenteral vaccination with rF1-V can protect mice against subcutaneous and
aerosol challenge with Y. pestis (Titball and Williamson 2001). In this instance, the
protection is attributed to induction of systemic F1-V specific IgG which transu-
date into the lungs to protect against inhaled bacteria (Williamson et al. 1997). The
additional presence of antigen-specific IgA in pulmonary fluids may further con-
tribute to protection in the respiratory tract. Survival against aerosolized Y. pestis
was enhanced by increasing the nasal boost dosage of rF1-V, and both serum and
pulmonary antibody titers to V antigen, were the best predictors of outcome (Reed
and Martinez 2006). This is consistent with previous studies demonstrating that
vaccination with F1 or V alone is sufficient for protection in mice against both
bubonic and pneumonic plague, while vaccination with the F1-V combination
provides additive protection (Titball and Williamson 2001).

In the context of a biological attack by aerosol, it is likely that systemic
immunity is equally important as mucosal immunity in preventing the septicemic
stage from developing after inhalation of Y. pestis. Mucosal immunity appears to
be essential for preventing pulmonary inflammation and pneumonia, while sys-
temic immunity is required for preventing bacterial dissemination and septicemia.
This is evidenced by vaccine studies in mice that reported rapid, fulminating
disease, and endotoxin-induced death in sham-vaccinated animals challenged with
aerosolized Y. pestis (Reed and Martinez 2006). In vaccinated animals that survive
the same challenge dose, both systemic and mucosal antibody titers correlate with
protection. In contrast, vaccinated animals that eventually succumb to the disease
display no evidence of bacterial dissemination from the lung, but develop lethal
pneumonia (Reed and Martinez 2006). This could be explained by the induction of
a systemic immune response in the absence of a mucosal response in these ani-
mals. The importance of systemic antibody is also exemplified by the demon-
stration that passive transfer of F1-V mouse antisera can protect recipient normal
or SCID mice from bubonic and pneumonic challenge with Y. pestis (Motin et al.
1994; Anderson et al. 1996; Green et al. 1999). However, B-cell deficient mice
vaccinated with live Y. pestis are protected against pneumonic plague unless they
are additionally depleted of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, IFN-c, or TNF-a (Parent et al.
2005). Recent studies with nonhuman primates also suggest that F1-V antibodies
alone may not solely correlate with protection against pneumonic plague (Smiley
2008). Thus, induction of cellular immunity may be critical to the development of
an effective vaccine against plague.

Due to the likely importance of cellular immunity in preventing pneumonic
plague, there is a renewed interest in the development of live-attenuated Y. pestis
strains as vaccines (Smiley 2008). Whether such bacterial strains could be safely
utilized as mucosal vaccine formulations is debatable. Future subunit vaccines
for Y. pestis will likely utilize recombinant F1-V as the major antigenic com-
ponents since no other vaccine candidates have yielded better immunogenicity
and protection (Titball and Williamson 2001). However, the incorporation of
additional T cell antigens may be required to achieve complete and durable
immunity.
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6 Conclusion

A contentious issue within the biomedical community has been the commitment of
disproportionate amounts of the US NIH budget to support biodefense research
(Trull et al. 2007). Opponents have argued that devotion of funds to pursue
diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines against relatively ‘‘obscure’’ pathogens and
toxins have been detrimental to more basic research programs aimed at preventing
infectious diseases of immediate global importance. However, biodefense research
should significantly impact overall worldwide health in several ways.

First, the development of vaccines, diagnostics, and therapeutics for Category
A–C agents, which are generally most infectious/toxic in the respiratory and/or
gastrointestinal tract, has required more basic research in mucosal innate and
adaptive immunology, which will enhance our understanding of host defense
against a variety of mucosal pathogens. Second, the testing of potential vaccines or
therapeutics at international field sites where food- and water-borne diseases are
endemic is likely to reduce deaths caused by enteric pathogens such as
S. dysenteriae 1 and shiga toxin-producing E. coli. Finally, the development of
vaccines for HIV, tuberculosis, and other mucosal diseases that currently cause
high mortality will benefit from the identification of novel adjuvants (Guy 2007),
new particle delivery platforms (Bramwell et al. 2005), and improved live-atten-
uated oral delivery vehicles (Galen et al. 2009).

In conclusion, the development of vaccines and other countermeasures against
the diverse microbial pathogens and toxins that have been deemed potential
biothreats by public health organizations, is a daunting challenge for the scientific
community. Certainly, the development of vaccines against the entire list of bio-
threat agents is neither necessary nor realistic, but efforts towards this end should
reveal new and fundamentally significant insights into innate and adaptive
immunity in the mucosae, and they will undoubtedly have beneficial implications
for combating infectious diseases as a whole.
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